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About This Game

Sarah in the Sky is a slow-paced casual game with simple mazes and some items for collection. It’s a laid back excursion into
the serene and dreamlike environment where you are Sarah, a little girl in search of all the pages to her book. She must collect

all the pages on each level to advance to the next. There are optional items to collect, including outfits. If Sarah is lost and needs
a little help, she can gather a few crystals strewn about the level to activate the compass. It will point her to the next objective.

There are no monsters or brain teasing puzzles in this game.
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I begrudgingly bought this game because my 6 year old insisted on it. Turns out this game is awesome. You can switch between
keyboard\/mouse (PCMR) and controller very seamlessly; just whomever wants to play at that time can take the controls.

Game play is super fun and has pretty good replay value as well.

Protip, if you liked this one, Grow Up - the sequel - is even better so you should get the bundle.. A great little game about
manipulating guards and spotting gaps. Unlike a lot of stealth games it's not about learning routines as it about distracting the
guards and pinching the art work while their backs are turned.

It's a challenge game with very little plot, which don't tend to engage me, but I find myself coming back to it now and again and
always having a fun and exciting time.. bast gam aver. Richard Wiggins is a beast, Hands down one of my favorite characters in
the game.

A good pack if you're looking to expand your skins in game.. ok so basicly im napolon and my enemys are many. While coming
straight from the first game of the series (Rusty Lake Hotel), i first thought that would be another simplistic puzzle game. So i
wasn't expecting much, but what i found was one of the deepest puzzle games i have ever played. And i played a lot of them.

It's incredible sad, deep and pretty long for that kind of price-tag. There so many puzzles in the game, in all varieties you can
think of. From easy to complex, but nothing is really unfair and there are clues hidden for every one of them. All are solveable
by pure logic, so no specific knowledge needed. There is some hidden object searching involved, but again, nothing is unfair.

Setting is very dark, but everything is in a reasonable extent. Playtime is around 6 hours. Great Soundtrack. If you like puzzle
solving, you really can't go wrong here. More so when you look at the price of the game. Overall, a game, which is very well
done by the Rusty Lake Team. Highly recommended!. This is a nice "visit the planets" kind of experience. You do get to see
some details about the planet and moons and some probes. The graphics were nice and there was a nice futuristic feel to it with
your travel pod and controls. I had two main gripes about it though: 1. I wish the female voice read the fact sheets out loud but
she doesn't. 2. I wish we could have visited all the major moons and other objects up close. This was a good VR experience and
what was done was done pretty well but it was skimpy on content and places to travel. I am going to give it a thumbs up because
it is a nice quick tour and good for the kids to do and even teachers use for their class. But I will say this is not worth more than
$5 tops. The price needs to come down in my opinion or add more places to travel: moons;asteroid belts;pluto and its known
neighbors; a view from voyager of the solar system.

Recent first play video here:

https://youtu.be/CzVug9B7CMc. Really nice lokking game! Funny & Stealthy is the best combination ever! Good job Chillingo!
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This game is basiclly a virus that breaks your VR setup.

Crashes on start HMD turns totally off.
Upon reboot, my floor hight was over my head. Now it is just a grey room and none of my buttons work. I will have to reinstall
steamVR and run my rom setup all over again. Thanks alot,.

Finally got this gabage to work. The graphics are muddy, blurry and total trash. The Voice in the game speaks HORRIBLE
english. Sounds like a french guy with a mouth full of rocks. The floor hight is all the way to my neck and cant be adjusted with
OpenVR. The in game stterings to adjust hight do not work. Teleport only, you can't walk around like a normal human. You
can't even get close to the plants that it forces you to interact with, thus making the game come to a full stop before you even
play it.

0/10. Don't waste your money on this wannabe VR Minecraft ripoff.

Vive, Titan V gpu, 64g ram, i7 core, water cooled. (That means the problem is the game, not my rig). Great Rc Helicopter
simulator that feels very realistic with great graphics.

Very easy setup using my Realflight Interlink x.

The Helis are excellent but the fixed wing aspect is ok but nowhere near the same level of the Heli fleet.

If you already own a Realflight controller or a USB dongle for your Futaba or DSX transmitter this is by far the best and
cheapest heli sim around.

I also think the VR aspect is the best of the sims I have used and it worked flawlessly in the Beta Version of VR with my Vive
Pro, just stunning.. A classic throwback sequel game to the original Bejeweled game! :D. my friend and I screamed like crazy
when I met a ghost
this game is very fun
positive review from me. I like the concept but the game is filled with bugs, one of which prevents me from finishing the story
so can't recommend. Too bad.. The best VR boxing game I have ever played.. Been six hours into the game, for now it seem to
be the best of the Avadon game's !!. Really nice adventure game witih a solid atmosphere and mystery. If you're a fan of
adventure\/mystery games or Nancy Drew, then this is a solid pickup. Just don't expect any handholding when it comes to the
mystery, though.. Let me preface this by saying I mostly play Co-op games so if you're looking for single player I might
recommend this to you. When played alone the gameplay is fluid and the echoes balance the games difficulty out depending
how bad you are/how much trouble you're having.

As for the state the game when played with the Echo-Coop... I cannot recommend this game right now. I had glaring issues even
trying to get in the same world as my co-op partner and once we did get to experience what it was like to play as an echo it was
completely underwhelming. Echo damage felt negiligible depending on which class you were assigned, there is no way to choose
which class of echo you spawn in as, and to top it all off echoes laggily teleport to the host if they moved slightly off screen
which makes melee echoes problematic,. The puzzles are challenging in comparison to Samorost. But compared to earlier titles
in this subgenre of adventure game, do not expect Alice: an Interactive Museum, Monty Python's Complete Waste of Time, or
Blue Ice. I quite liked the art of the characters, but I wish some story had been told among them. It's very short. You will
probably enjoy yourself 3 hours and never think of the game again if you get it on sale. I was stumped by one puzzle towards the
end of the game that refenced something several scenes back and I didn't remember (because I'd had supper in the meantime),
and so I used the clever ingame hint system. It's worth missing a puzzle to use it once. I liked the idea. I also liked that the game
didn't feel the need to walk you through a tutorial on how to use it or any of the rest of the functions. The magnifying glass I
liked less well. And the way going toward the top of the screen would open the inventory--but sometimes you had to click on
things up there was very annoying. I guess I give a very mild thumbs up, with hopes of more complicated puzzles in a future
installment.

One month:
Just because it's been a month since we released!
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. Sarah in the Sky in final testing:
We spent this week adding some polish and fixing bugs. Everything is working well. Here is a wide shot of the final level--it's
the biggest and has a special secret.

. Our first video play review!:
Check out Tom Cheshire's youtube channel "Let's Get Itchy:Episode 7"
https://youtu.be/qp2B672wU7E. Video game play:
Check out this video of game play by EyeDisconnected.
https://youtu.be/UYnJmnYH9Ok. Appreciation:
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We were a little concerned about releasing our first game during the summer sales event, but it appears some people were still
checking out the new releases. Thank you for the interests! Here's another wide angle screenshot for your enjoyment. 

. Happy New Year!:
Looking forward to a great year. Happy new year everyone!. Outfits for Sarah:
Here's a closer look at one of the outfits found in the game.
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. 
Approved for release!:
All set for the July 4th release! . It's been two weeks!:
Check out the astronaut outfit!
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